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This thesis explores in-depth legal analysis on the criteria for trademarks 

registration refusal that have similarities in principle based on several local and 

international law namely: Indonesian Legislation Act Number 20 in the year of 

2016 regarding Trademarks and Geographical Indications; Paris Convention; 

Agreement on TRIPs; and Legal Doctrine. This thesis also conducted interviews 

with couple of trademarks experts. The main focus of the thesis is to explore how 

the application of trademarks registration refusal based on similarities in principle 

is conducted and analyzed by the judges and what consideration were used to 

judge the case as well as how it is linked to the theory of justice. Author is to 

investigate the case of “Pure Baby (PT. Antar Mitra Sembada) VS Appeal 

Commision” registered in case study no.126 PK PDT. SUS-HKI2016 whereas PT. 

Antar Mitra Sembada trademark registration was refused by Appeal Commission. 

The finding of the study indicates that trademarks criteria are essentially divided 

into two parts: similarities in principle and similarities in overall impression. 

Author is to focus on the former part, where the criteria were used by judge in this 

case as consideration to make decision. Similarities in principle including the 

similarity of forms, ways of placement, ways of writing, sounds, a combination of 

elements, impressions in trade, trades channel similarity, likelihood of confusion, 

connotation similarity, and similarity in function and use. This thesis identified 

possible inconsistencies in the Directorate General of Intellectual Property 

decision in implementing the trademarks registration refusal that has similarities 

in principle and possible unfair consideration of judges is in deciding cases based 

on the theory of justice. 
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